How To House Train Your Dog
How to House-Train Your Puppy

dents.

Crate training is a key aspect of

managing your puppy’s environment (see
There is no skill more important for your
new puppy to master than reliable housetraining. If you commit to a regular sched-

my ebook “How to Crate Train Your Puppy”
which

you

can

download

for

free

at

www.DogSmith.com).

ule, be patient and follow this training program you will have a happy, confident and
‘accident’ free puppy in no
time.
Effectively

Restricting the puppy so it
has no unsupervised freedom in the house is critical

housetraining

your dog is a three part
process comprised of
1) managing the environment,
2) 2) rewarding the correct
behavior and
3) 3) interrupting and redirecting unwanted
behavior to prevent it happening again:

so your puppy does not develop a habit of going to
the

bathroom inside

the

house. If they do begin to
relieve

themselves

inside

you can interrupt this by getting their attention and quickly taking them outside to their
toilet spot where the appropriate behavior
(going to the bathroom) can be rewarded.
There are several ways to restrict your pup-

Managing the Environment -

py’s indoor freedom.

In the beginning you will have to manage
your puppy’s routine and restrict unsupervised time in the house to prevent any acci-
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You can put them on a leash tied to your This can set back housetraining and
belt as you move about doing your crate training.
chores,
keep them in their crate for short peri- Rewarding the Behavior ods (the length of time will depend on You will teach your dog where and when
their age) or
Designate

to go to the bathroom and reinforce this
con-

behavior with tasty

trolled area in the

treats and lots of

kitchen or bathroom

affection. Dogs re-

that

spond

is

a

equipped

well

to

with newspaper or

training. If a be-

puppy pads if you

havior is rewarded,

have

in this case going

to

be

away

from your puppy longer than they can to the bathroom outside, then the rebe left on their own in their crate.

warded behavior will strengthen. There
are some important points to note under

You do not want to leave them in a crate this heading.
for so long that they have an accident in
their bed and never use pads or newspa- 

Always take your puppy outside to a

pers

inside

designated bathroom area, if necessary

the

crate.

use a leash. Walk them around in a ten
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foot area. Do not leave this area until they they get some off leash play time. If you
have been to the bathroom. The first cou- take your puppy straight back inside after
ple of times you do this prepare for a long they finish their bathroom task then they
wait.


will prolong the time it takes to go to the

As soon as your puppy begins to relieve bathroom to ensure they get their play

themselves praise them, as they finish time.
give them a high value reward, not just a

You don’t want to let

piece of their kibble

the process of them

but something

that

going to the bath-

has a huge value, a

room to signal the

piece of meat or a

end of playtime.

small

so,

piece

of

cheese.

don’t

let

Alyour

puppy off leash until after they have finished with relieving themselves. If you let

After they have completed their bathroom

your puppy play off leash before they have

task, let them off leash to play. Stay out-

gone to the bathroom you will not neces-

side with them for at least five minutes

sarily be able to verify they have not fin-

playing with them.

ished nor will you be able to reinforce the

In the puppy’s mind this play is reward for

bathroom behavior at the right time.

going to the bathroom in the right area.
You are there to ensure the tasty treat reward is delivered and as an extra reward
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And sometimes puppies become so en- their bathroom habit then take them on
grossed with playing; they forget to take their walk. The walk becomes a powerful
care of “business”.

reinforcement for them to
go to the bathroom in the

This is why many people

right location

say “we were outside for
20 minutes playing and
the minute we got back

Don’t teach your dog that

inside the puppy went to

going for a walk ends if

the

When

they go to the bathroom. If

puppies play they forget

you walk your dog but take

bathroom”.

to go to the bathroom.

them home as soon as they have finished
their bathroom task they may refuse to
go to the bathroom while you are walking

If you do not have access to a fenced with them to avoid the walk ending.
yard and you have to walk your dog for
exercise or then it is important to follow
this routine:


Take your puppy to the designated

bathroom area, as close to the house as
possible


After they have been rewarded for
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ing your pup outside to its toilet area.

Interrupting and Redirecting When you have managed your puppy’s 

Keep the following points in mind while

bathroom process and built a solid history training your puppy – If your puppy does
of rewarding your pup for ‘going’ when and have an accident inside never punish it.
where you want, then you can, if done fair- Dogs are not capable of feeling guilty, nor
ly, interrupt and redirect any behavior that do they do particular things to be nasty.
looks like it is a prelude (intense sniffing, What they do recognize is that people can
squatting, circling etc.) to

be dangerous. If you punish

your

your dog for going to the

puppy

wanting

or

needing to go to the bath-

bathroom

inside

they

will

room inside.

anticipate the punishment if
they have any future acci-

Since

you

are

dents in the house.

managing

By punishing your dog

your puppy’s environment



and

indoor

for inside accidents you are

freedom you should be able

teaching the dog that it is

limiting

their

to pre-empt potential accidents. If you pup dangerous to go to the bathroom inside the
suddenly begins sniffing the floor and cir- house where you can see them.
cling in one area he may be getting ready to
relieve himself.
Immediately

interrupt

this

behavior

by

making a happy loud noise and quickly takCopyright The DogSmith 2014. No part of this is to be copied or reproduced or forwarded to another person
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Your dog soon learns to sneak off and go room habits in terms of how long after they

to the bathroom in another room away from eat and drink they need to go to the bathyou. Remember, punishing your dog does room.
not teach them the desired behavior (doing If your dog has an accident in the house,
roll up a newspaper and bonk yourself over

their business outside).


As the dog owner you must make sure the head and say bad owner and then re-

your puppy goes to the bathroom outside, commit to The DogSmith House Training
and you must manage the
environment

inside

Plan.

until

your dog is housetrained. If
your dog is already using
the carpet, or a hard surface
or a crate to go to the bathroom inside then your commitment and compliance to
the correct housetraining steps will pay off

Use the following suggested schedule to

with big dividends and a lifetime of good

house train your puppy.

habits will follow.

Puppies only have accidents inside the
house because we make a mistake.
We are either not supervising them properly
or we are not tracking their personal bath-
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Time

Action

Tips

Actual – check
defecation/urination
and other comments

6am

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play
for several minutes after puppy
goes to the bathroom.
Feed puppy on return/ Crate puppy

7am

10am

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means
they go back inside and
play ends.

Poop
Urine
Comment

Note, you must go outside
with your puppy

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play
for several minutes after puppy
goes to the bathroom.

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means going back inside ending
fun.

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play
for several minutes after puppy
goes to the bathroom.

Do not bring your puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means going back inside ending
fun.

Poop
Urine
Comment

Poop
Urine
Comment
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1pm

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means go
back inside

Poop

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play for
several minutes after puppy goes to
the bathroom.

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means go
back inside

Poop

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play for
several minutes after puppy goes to
the bathroom.

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means go
back inside

Poop

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means go
back inside

Poop

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play for
several minutes after puppy goes to
the bathroom.

Urine

Comment

Feed puppy on return/ Crate puppy

4pm

6pm

Urine
Comment

Urine
Comment

Feed puppy on return/ Crate puppy

8pm

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play for
several minutes after puppy goes to
the bathroom.

Urine
Comment
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10pm

2am or 4am
depending on
the puppy’s
sleep schedule



Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play for
several minutes after puppy goes to
the bathroom.
Remove water from the puppies
crate and put the puppy to bed

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means go
back inside

Poop

Take puppy outside for a bathroom
break on a leash and to the designated area. Play with the puppy
until she goes to the bathroom.
Praise bathroom behavior and reward with a treat and love. Play for
several minutes after puppy goes to
the bathroom.

Do not bring puppy
straight back inside after
going to the bathroom.
Puppy may learn the bathroom behavior means go
back inside

Poop

Urine
Comment

Urine
Comment

As your puppy gets older you can gradually decrease the number of times
you will need to take them out (especially the early morning outings) and
therefore you can increase the length of time they are left in their crate
relaxing.



You will very quickly learn your puppy’s bathroom habits and how soon
they have to go after a meal and a drink.



Once you have established a pattern you can adjust the daily schedule
accordingly to prevent any discomfort for you puppy
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